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Abstract
We note that large classes of contractions of algebras that arise in physics can be understood
purely algebraically, via identifying appropriate Zm-gradings (and their generalizations) on
the parent algebra. This includes various types of flat space/Carroll limits of finite and
infinite dimensional (A)dS algebras, as well as Galilean and Galilean Conformal algebras.
Our observations can be regarded as providing a natural context for the Grassmann approach
of arXiv:1312.2941. We also introduce a related notion, which we call partial grading, that
arises naturally in this context.
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1 Introdution
It was noticed by Inonu and Wigner long ago that certain irreversible scaling limits of
Lie algebras can lead to new Lie algebras. This process is called contraction (or Inonu-
Wigner contraction) and a classic example of this is the contraction of Poincare algebra to
the Galilean algebra [1]. Contractions can relate symmetry algebras of limiting theories to
the symmetry algebras of the original theory. This has had some applications in the context
of holography.
In the context of 2 + 1-dimensional gravity, Inonu-Wigner contractions have been fruit-
ful in exploring flat space gravity and higher spin theories as the limiting cases of situ-
ations with non-vanishing cosmological constant [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. It was shown that
the (supersymmetric) asymptotic symmetry algebras of AdS3 and higher spin theories with
Brown-Henneaux-like [9] boundary conditions go over to (super) bms3 and its higher spin
generalizations [2, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Variations of this theme in a generalized AdS3 context
were undertaken in [14, 15]. In a different context, Galilean versions of conformal algebras
were obtained as non-relativistic limits of the conformal algebra in [16, 17].
In [7], a purely algebraic realization of Inonu-Wigner contraction for AdS3 gravity and
higher spin theories was introduced using a Grassmann approach. This prescription, apart
from contracting the algebra, also worked at the level of solutions, charges, asymptotic
symmetry algebras and holonomies. The prescription consists of simply replacing the inverse
AdS radius 1/l with a Grassmann parameter ǫ and setting ǫ2 = 0.
In this work, we will show that this algebraic approach can be generalized in a few different
ways by identifying and exploiting Zn-grading structures (and their generalizations) on the
parent algebra and introducing (higher) nilpotent parameters. In fact, as we will show, many
of the distinct contractions that have shown up in the physics literature over the years can
be implemented within this approach using Z2-gradings or Z2 × Z2-gradings. We will also
see that a notion of partial-grading on the Lie algebra also emerges naturally in this context.
There are two reasons why one might be interested in such purely algebraic constructions.
One is practical. After the work of [7], it was noticed that there exist a few contexts
were the calculations were easily implemented via the Grassman approach. The work of
[7] lead to singularity resolutions of flat space cosmological solutions [18, 19, 20]. Another
application was the addition of chemical potential in flat space higher spin theories where
the Grassmann approach was used instrumentally in [21]. In particular, the existence of a
nilpotent parameter ǫ turned out to be handy for various algebraic and differential reasons in
these papers. One might legitimately hope that the constructions we undertake here might
lead to similar uses as well.
Another reason for interest in this type of constructions is more fundamental. The usual
1
analytic construction of contractions makes one somewhat more reliant on the underlying
spacetime structures (like coordinates, derivatives, etc) than perhaps necessary. It is curious
then, that there exist purely algebraic relations relating physically interesting contractions.
From a physics perspective, the existence of such an algebraic connection is perhaps a sug-
gestion that the parallels that people often seek between theories related by such contractions
should be understandable purely algebraically1.
In the rest of the paper, we will first introduce the general definitions of gradings first,
and then show numerous examples that show that they subsume the various examples of
contractions that have shown up in the literature. In an appendix, some closely related
past work that might be useful for generalizing our work, is reviewed. The notion of partial
grading on an algebra, which is a natural offshoot of our ideas is introduced in another
appendix. To illustrate that not all contractions have to be based on Z2 or variations
thereof, we discuss a slightly more exotic Z7 grading on an su(3) algebra and its associated
contraction in yet another appendix. It will be interesting to see whether our approach
has generalizations or adaptations for super-algebras and also for algebras with non-linear
structures like WN algebras. It will also be interesting to see whether a calculus can be
defined on the nilpotent structures we encounter, that generalize Berezin-like structures in
the Grassmann case: this will have practical applications.
2 Graded Lie Algebras: Generalities
We will start with a very brief review of gradings of algebras. One thing to keep in mind
in what follows is that gradings on algebras are a basis dependent statement.
Let L be a Lie algebra (finite or infinite dimensional) and (G,+) be an abelian group.
The Lie algebra L is said to be graded over G if there exists a vector space decomposition,
L =
⊕
g∈G
Lg , (2.1)
such that
[Ta, Tb] ⊆ Lg+h, ∀ Ta ∈ Lg, Tb ∈ Lh. (2.2)
The elements Lg are said to be homogeneous of degree g. It can be immediately seen that
Le, where e is the identity element of G, forms a subalgebra.
1Note that we are not suggesting that all aspects of the theories related by contractions are in 1-to-1
relation to each other. Our suggestion is that whatever aspects are related, are plausibly a consequence of
algebraic facts alone.
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Graded algebras are familiar in the context of supersymmetry, but let us emphasize that
supersymmetry is not necessary. A simple example of a graded Lie algebra is su(2), which
in the fundamental representation is generated by Pauli matrices
τ1 =
1
2
(
0 1
1 0
)
, τ2 =
1
2
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, τ3 =
1
2
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(2.3)
There is a natural Z2 = {0, 1} grading on the algebra given by
L0 = {τ3}, L1 = {τ1, τ2} (2.4)
3 Grading and ǫ-Contractions
We will start with gradings by Zm group. There is a special kind of contraction possible
when the grading group is Zm, which we will call ǫ contraction, which can be implemented
algebraically at the level of Lie algebra. For the Zm graded Lie algebras, we note that the
algebra has a decomposition
L =
m−1⊕
α=0
Lα, (3.1)
so that
[T (α)a , T
(β)
b ] = f
c
ab T
(δ)
c , δ ≡ (α + β) mod m (3.2)
The element T αa is said to be homogeneous of degree α.
We will say that a Zm-graded Lie algebra is ǫ contracted if we replace every homogeneous
element T αi by T
α
i → ǫ
αT αi , where ǫ
α are homogeneous elements of the quotient ring2 R[ǫ]/ǫm.
This is a generalization of the Grassmann contraction of [7, 22]. If we denote the contracted
algebra by gc, then
gc ⊂ g⊗ R[ǫ]/ǫ
m (3.3)
From the above definition we can see that all commutators [T (α)i , T
(β)
j ] with α + β ≥ m are
contracted to zero in gc.
2A general element of this quotient ring is denoted
a0 + a1ǫ+ a2ǫ
2 · · · am−1ǫ
m−1
with the identification ǫm = 0
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It sould be noted that ǫ-contraction leads to a Lie algebra. To establish this, all we
need to show is that the contracted algebra satisfies Jacobi identity. If we denote the new
generators to be
T αa := ǫ
αT αa , (3.4)
it then follows from the definition of ǫ-contraction that if the original algebra satisfies Jacobi
indentity, the contracted algebra will also satisfy the Jacobi identity:
[T αa , [T
β
b , T
γ
c ]] + [T
β
b , [T
γ
c , T
α
a ]] + [T
γ
c , [T
α
a , T
β
b ]] = ǫ
α+β+γ
(
[T αa , [T
β
b , T
γ
c ]] (3.5)
+ [T βb , [T
γ
c , T
α
a ]] + [T
γ
c , [T
α
a , T
β
b ]]
)
= 0
We also observe an interesting feature of the ǫ-contraction; the resulting algebra inherits the
grading from the parent algebra.
The above results can be generalized for grading by Zm1 × Zm2 × · · · × Zmn . A gen-
eral element of the group can be represented by an n-tuple (α1, α2, · · · , αn), where αi ∈
(0, . . . , mi − 1) and the algebra can be contracted by introducing n elements (ǫ1, ǫ2, · · · , ǫn)
such that
ǫm11 = ǫ
m2
2 = · · · ǫ
mn
n = 0. (3.6)
The homogeneous generators of degree (α1, α2, · · · , αn) is thus redefined to be
T (α1,α2,··· ,αn)a := ǫ
α1
1 ǫ
α2
2 · · · ǫ
αn
n T
(α1,α2,··· ,αn)
a (3.7)
which implements the ǫ contraction.
A corollary of the fundamental theorem of Abelian groups is that every Abelian group is
isomorphic to a group of the above form, therefore as far as gradings with Abelian groups
go, we are done.
4 Examples
We will now present many examples of the general structure we have described, by
implementing various contractions in the literature using our approach. We will see numerous
examples of Z2-graded ǫ-Contractions, one non-trivial example of a Z2×Z2 grading and one
example of a Z3 grading. We will also see that different gradings on the parent algebra can
lead to different resulting contracted algebras.
4
4.1 (anti)-de Sitter to Poincare algebra
The isometry group of a general d-dimensional de Sitter space is SO(d, 1) while the isometry
group of anti-de Sitter group is SO(d − 1, 2). The isometry algebra in both cases can be
written as:
[MAB,MCD] = i(ηACMBD + ηBDMAC − ηBCMAD − ηADMBC) (4.1)
where η = diag(−1, 1, · · · , 1, 1) for the de Sitter algebra and η = diag(−1, 1, · · · , 1,−1) for
the anti-de Sitter algebra. The indices A,B, · · · runs from 0 to d. To do the contraction, we
seperate out the xd component of the algebra and the algebra can be now expressed as:
[Mdµ,Mdν ] = ±iMµν (4.2)
[Mdµ,Mνρ] = −i(ηµνMdρ − ηµρMdν)
[Mµν ,Mρσ] = i(ηµρMνσ + ηνσMµρ − ηνρMµσ − ηµσMνρ)
where + and − sign in the first equation refers to the de Sitter and anti-de Sitter algebra
respectively. A little inspection shows that there is a Z2 grading on the algebra where the
generators Mµν are of degree 0 and generators Mdµ are of degree 1. To do an ǫ contraction
of the above algebra, we define the new generator P µ by
P µ = ǫMdµ (4.3)
and compute the commutators subject to ǫ2 = 0, which results in the Poincare algebra
[P µ, P ν]ε = 0 (4.4)
[P µ,Mνρ]ε = −i(η
µνP ρ − ηµρP ν)
[Mµν ,Mρσ]ε = i(η
µρMνσ + ηνσMµρ − ηνρMµσ − ηµσMνρ)
4.2 su(2) to iso(2)
As an illustration of Z3 graded contraction, we look at the contraction of su(2). su(2) Lie
algebra admits a Z3 grading, which is different from the one discussed in Sec. 2. To identify
the grading, we go to the basis of lowering and raising operators where we have
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τ+ = τ1 + iτ2 (4.5)
τ− = τ1 − iτ2
τ 0 = τ3
where τs are the Pauli matrices, defined in (2.3). The commutation relations now takes the
form
[τ 0, τ±] = ±τ±, [τ+, τ−] = τ 0 (4.6)
From the above commutation relation, it can be seen that there is an underlying Z3 group
which can be identified as τ 0 → 0, τ+ → 1 and τ− → 2. In order to do the ǫ contraction,
we define the new generators as
J0 = τ 0, P+ = ǫτ+, P− = ǫ2τ− (4.7)
with ǫ3 = 0 and we obtain the new algebra
[J0, P±] = ±P±, [P+, P−] = 0 (4.8)
which is nothing but the iso(2) algebra.
We would like to point it out that the Z2 grading on su(2) which we identified in Sec. 2
can also be contracted. The result is, however, same as that of Z3 graded contraction.
4.3 Galilean algebra
Next we illustrate the example of an Inonu-Wigner contraction of Poincare algebra to
Galilean algebra, first considered in [1].
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In terms of space + time form, the Poincare algebra in d dimensions can be written as:
i[P 0, P i] = 0, i[P i, P j] = 0, (4.9)
i[P 0,M ij ] = 0, i[P 0,M0i] = −P i,
i[P i,M jk] = δijP k − δikP j, i[P i,M0j ] = −δijP 0,
i[M ij ,Mkl] = δilM jk + δlkM il − δikM jl − δjlM ik
i[M0i,M jk] = δijM0k − δikM0j
i[M0i,M0j ] = −M ij
We identify that there is a Z2 grading group where the generators P 0, M ij are of degree
0 and P i, M0i are of degree 1. This is the grading which is relevant for contracting the
Poincare to Galilean algebra. Explicitely, we define the new generators
C i ≡ ǫM0i, P i ≡ ǫP i (4.10)
where ǫ2 = 0 is Grassmannian. The original Poincare algebra then reduces to
i[E,P i] = 0, i[P i,Pj ] = 0, (4.11)
i[E,Lij ] = 0, i[E,C i] = P i,
i[P i, Ljk] = δijPk − δikPj , i[P i, Cj] = 0
i[C i, Ljk] = δijCk − δikCj , i[C i, Cj] = 0
i[Lij , Lkl] = δilLjk + δlkLil − δikLjl − δjlLik
which is the Galilean algebra G(d− 1, 1) without the central extension.
Poincare algebra is an example of the (unsurprising) fact that grading structures on
algebras need not be unique, even with the same grading group. One can see that there is
another Z2 grading group, where P i and M ij are of degree 0 whereas P 0 and M0i are of
degree 1, acting on the Pincare algebra. However, the graded contraction of this Z2 does not
give the Galilean algebra. Following our recipe, we identify new generators
E = ǫP 0, C i = ǫM0i, Lij = M ij , (4.12)
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with the condition ǫ2 = 0. The new algebra is given by,
i[E, P i] = 0, i[P i, P j] = 0, (4.13)
i[E,M ij ] = 0, i[E,C i] = 0,
i[P i, Ljk] = δijP k − δikP j, i[P i, Cj] = −δijE
i[Lij , Lkl] = δilLjk + δlkLil − δikLjl − δjlLik
i[C i,M jk] = δijCk − δikCj
i[C i, Cj] = 0
Even though this algebra does not seem to have occured in the literature, we feel that it
might be of some interest because the grading we start with seems like a natural one to
consider. We will not discuss it further.
4.4 Galilean Conformal Algebra
It was shown in [16, 17] that the non-relativistic limit of the relativistic conformal algebra in
d dimension is given by the Galilean conformal algebra (GCA). This can be thought of as an
extension of the contraction from Poincare to Galilean algebra as discussed in the previous
section. In what follows, we will adopt the conventions of [16], and the relativistic conformal
algebra in d dimensions can be written as
[Lij , H ] = 0 [Pi, Pj] = 0, [Ci, Cj] = −Lij (4.14)
[Ci, Pj] = δijH, [H,Pi] = 0, [H,Ci] = −Pi
[Lij , Pk] = − (δjkPi − δikPj) , [Lij , Ck] = − (δjkCi − δikCj)
[Lij , Lkl] = −(δilLjk + δlkLil − δikLjl − δjlLik)
[K,Ki] = 0, [K,Ci] = Ki, [K,Pi] = 2Ci
[Lij , Kk] = − (δjkKi − δikKj) , [Lij , K] = 0, [Lij , D] = 0
[Ki, Kj] = 0, [Ki, Cj] = δijK, [Ki, Pj ] = 2Lij + 2δijD
[H,Ki] = −2Ci [D,Ki] = −Ki, [D,Ci] = 0,
[D,Pi] = Pi, [D,H ] = H, [H,K] = −2D,
[D,K] = −K
where we have made explicite space + time split. Apart from the Poincare generators, it
contains the conformal generators- D is the dilatation generator, K is the 0-component of
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the special conformal generators and Ki are its spatial components. The requisite grading
group which is relevant for contraction to GCA is Z2 and we identify them as: {Lij , H,D,K}
are of degree 0 while {Ci, Pi, Ki} are of degree 1. Having identified the grading group, now
we may introduce the new generators
Pi ≡ ǫPi, Ci ≡ ǫCi, Ki ≡ ǫKi (4.15)
where ǫ is Grassmannian. The commutator of the redefined generators give the required
contracted algebra GCA
[Lij , H ] = 0 [Pi,Pj] = 0, [Ci, Cj ] = 0 (4.16)
[Ci,Pj ] = 0, [H,Pi] = 0, [H, Ci] = −Pi
[Lij ,Pk] = − (δjkPi − δikPj) , [Lij , Ck] = − (δjkCi − δikCj)
[Lij , Lkl] = − (δilLjk + δlkLil − δikLjl − δjlLik)
[K,Ki] = 0, [K, Ci] = Ki, [K,Pi] = 2Ci
[Lij ,Kk] = − (δjkKi − δikKj) , [Lij , K] = 0, [Lij , D] = 0
[Ki,Kj] = 0, [Ki, Cj] = 0, [Ki,Pj] = 0
[H,Ki] = −2Ci [D,Ki] = −Ki, [D, Ci] = 0,
[D,Pi] = Pi, [D,H ] = H, [H,K] = −2D,
[D,K] = −K
4.5 Vir⊕Vir to bms3
In AdS3 with Brown-Henneaux boundary condition, the asymptotic symmetry algebra is
given by two copies of Virasoro algebra with non-zero central charge, c = 3l/2GN . In [7], it
was shown that implementing the Inonu-Wigner contraction using a Grassmann parameter
maps the space of solutions, asymptotic charges and action to those of asymptotically flat
space. Here we show the equivalence of that approach to a graded contraction of the Virasoro
algebra.
We begin with the two copies of Virasoro algebra
[L±m, L
±
n ] = (m− n)L
±
m+n +
c±
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0, [L
+
m, L
−
m] = 0. (4.17)
We can combine the two set of generators into 2 set of linear combinations that has a natural
Z2 = {0, 1} grading by
L0n = L
+
n − L
−
−n, L
1
n = L
+
n + L
−
−n (4.18)
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The Virasoro algebra in this basis takes the form
[L0m, L
0
n] = (m− n)L
0
m+n, (4.19)
[L1m, L
1
n] = (m− n)L
0
m+n,
[L0m, L
1
n] = (m− n)L
1
m+n +
C
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0
where C = c+ + c− and the central element is identified to be of degree 1. The ǫ contraction
of the above algebra is achieved by redefining the generators of degree 1 by multiplying them
with a Grassmann parameter ǫ such that L1m → L˜
1
m = ǫL
1
n and C → C˜ = ǫC, and was first
shown in [7].
[L0m, L
0
n] = (m− n)L
0
m+n, (4.20)
[L1m, L
1
n] = 0,
[L0m, L
1
n] = (m− n)L
1
m+n +
C
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0
In writing the final result, we have suppressed the tilde’s. The resulting algebra is the flat
space asymptotic symmetry algebra bms3, [2]. In [7], it was further shown that ǫ contrac-
tions can be used to contract the spin-3 algebra in AdS3 to flat space. It is easy to check
following our present discussion that there is a Z2 grading group which gives this higher spin
contraction, but we will not present the details here explicitly.
4.6 sl(2)k ⊕ sl(2)k to isl(2)k
The ASA of the loosest set of AdS3 boundary condition is given by sl(2)k⊕sl(2)k [23]. Under
the Inonu-Wigner contraction this algebra is known to map to an isl(2)k which is the ASA
of most general flat space solution. Here we show that the Inonu-Wigner contraction can be
realized as a Z2 graded contraction of sl(2)k ⊕ sl(2)k algebra similar to the case of Virasoro
algebra of previous section.
sl(2)k Kac-Moody algebra is given by generators Jan satisfying the commutation relation
[Jam, J
b
n] = (a− b)J
a+b
m+n −
1
2
nkˆκabδm+n,0. (4.21)
where a, b = −1, 0, 1 and m,n ∈ Z. As in the previous case, we form linear combinations
which have Z2 grading
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Jan = J
a
n − J¯
−a
−n, P
a
n = J
a
n + J¯
−a
−n (4.22)
sl(2)k algebra now takes the form
[Jan , J
b
m] = (a− b)J
a+b
n+m, (4.23)
[P an , P
b
m] = (a− b)J
a+b
n+m,
[Jan , P
b
m] = (a− b)P
a+b
n+m − nkˆκabδn+m,0.
where it can be seen that the generators Jan are of degree 0 and P
a
n are of degree 1. The central
element kˆ once again is of degree 1.To obtain the isl(2)k algebra we make the replacement
P an → ǫP
a
n and kˆ → k ≡ ǫkˆ, where ǫ
2 = 0. The resulting algebra is
[Jan , J
b
m] = (a− b)J
a+b
n+m, (4.24)
[P an , P
b
m] = 0,
[Jan , P
b
m] = (a− b)P
a+b
n+m − nkκabδn+m,0.
4.7 Carroll Algebra from sl(2)k ⊕ sl(2)k
In [15] it was shown that sl(2)k ⊕ sl(2)k has another interesting Inonu-Wigner contraction
which maps it the loop algebra of Carroll gravity. This serves as a good example that can
be understood as a Z2 × Z2 graded ǫ contraction.
sl(2)k algebra given by (4.21) is isomorphic to so(2, 1)k and this identification helps us
to identify a semi-grading on the algebra. so(2, 1)k is given by [15]
[Jam, J
b
n] = ǫ
ab
cJ
c
m+n −
1
2
nkˆηabδm+n,0. (4.25)
where ηab = diag(−1, 1, 1) is the (2 + 1) -dimensional Minkowski metric and the three di-
mensional Levi-Civitá symbol is taken with the convention ǫ012 = 1, ǫij = ǫ0ij . We now
distinguish the a = 0 component from the spatial components a = i, i = 1, 2 and form new
generators
Jm = −(J
0
m + J¯
0
−m), (4.26)
P im = J
i
m + J¯
i
−m,
Gim = J
i
m − J¯
i
−m,
Hm = −(J
0
m − J¯
0
−m)
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The non-zero commutators can be written as:
[Jm, P
i
n] = ǫ
i
jP
j
m+n (4.27)
[Jm, G
i
n] = ǫ
i
jG
j
m+n
[Jm, Hn] = kˆmδm+n,0
[P im, G
j
n] = −ǫ
ijHm+n − kˆmδ
ijδm+n,0
[P im, Hn] = −ǫ
i
jG
j
m+n
[Gim, Hn] = −ǫ
i
jP
j
m+n
From the commutation relations above, it can be seen that there is a Z2×Z2 grading group
which provides an exact grading of the algebra. The identification of the generators with
the grading group is as follows:
Jn → (0, 0) (4.28)
P in → (1, 0)
Gin → (0, 1)
Hn → (1, 1)
To contract the above algebra to the Carroll loop algebra, we can introduce two Grassmann
parameters ξ and η and redefine the generators
P in ≡ ξP
i
n, G
i
n ≡ ηG
i
n, Hn ≡ ξηHn, k ≡ ξηkˆ (4.29)
such that ξ2 = 0, η2 = 0. With these identifications, the commutation relation (4.27) takes
the form
[Jm,P
i
n] = ǫ
i
jP
j
m+n (4.30)
[Jm,G
i
n] = ǫ
i
jG
j
m+n
[Jm,Hn] = kmδm+n,0
[P im,G
j
n] = −ǫ
ijHm+n − kmδ
ijδm+n,0
where all the other commutators vanish.
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A Graded Contractions of Lie Algebras
Inonu-Wigner contractions of the Lie algebra amounts to deforming the structure con-
stants of the algebra, usually realized as transformations controlled by a parameter, which
becomes singular at some point in the parameter space. In this appendix, we present a con-
struction that is closely related to our work, due to [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]3 which defines graded
contractions of the Lie algebra L by introducing parameters ε(g, h) such that the contracted
algebra is given by the modified commutation relations
[Lg, Lh]ε ≡ ε(g, h)[Lg, Lh] (A.1)
Note that here, g, h are elements of a general Abelian group. It then follows from the Jacobi
identity, that these parameters have to satisfy
ε(g, h)ε(g + h, i) = ε(h, i)ε(i+ h, g) = ε(g, i)ε(g + i, h) (A.2)
In terms of ε(g, h), for Zm grading group, our ǫ grading is related to the choice
ε(α, β) =

1 α + β < m0 α + β ≥ m (A.3)
As an explicit example, the Z2 ǫ-contraction is related to the choice of ε(α, β) where
ε(0, 0) = 1, (A.4)
ε(1, 1) = 0,
ε(0, 1) = 1 = ε(1, 0)
It can be checked that the above choice is consistent with (A.2).
B Zm-Partial Grading and ǫ-Contractions
Let g be a Lie algebra with generators {T1, T2, · · · , Tn}. We will call the algebra g partially
graded of order m if there exist a vector space decomposition
g =
m−1⊕
α=0
gα, (B.1)
3This interesting work seems to be essentially unknown according to INSPIRE, and we stumbled upon it
after we devised our own ǫ-contractions approach. We have included a short review here in the hope that
perhaps this could be used as a way to further work. Note that our approach contains a nilpotent parameter,
and it played a crucial role in the physical applications considered in [7] as well as in [21].
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such that
[T
(α)
i , T
(β)
j ] = f
k
ij T
(α+β)
k , ∀ (α, β), α + β < m (B.2)
For α+ β ≥ m, there is no grading and the commutator can close on any element of the Lie
algebra. Therefore, partial-graded Lie algebras has roughly the structure of a Zm grading as
long as α+β < m. It can be now seen that all Zm graded Lie algebra are also partial-graded
and g0 is again a subalgebra.
To implement ǫ-contraction, we do not need a full grading, but only a partial grading, and
this is why we are interested in it. Given a partially graded Lie algebra, the Inonu-Wigner
contraction of the algebra can be implemented by the ǫ-contraction. As the construction
shows, partial-grading is the minimal structure that ensures that the given Lie algebra can
be ǫ contracted in this way4.
The ǫ contraction of the partial-graded algebras proceed along the same lines as that
of Zm graded Lie algebras. First, to each homogeneous element of the algebra, we assign
homogeneous elements of R[ǫ]/ǫm and define the new generators
T αa := ǫ
αT αa , (B.3)
The resulting Lie algebra of the redefined generators gives the ǫ contracted Lie algebra. It
can also be checked that the contracted algebra is indeed a Lie algera by computing the
Jacobi identity, which is trivially satisfied.
C Z7 grading on su(3)
So far all the physically interesting examples presented include gradings by Z2, Z2 × Z2
and (a fairly trivial case of) Z3. Just to emphasize that we can have more non-trivial
gradings, here we present the example of su(3) Lie algebra which has a Z7 grading when
written in the Cartan-Weyl basis. Similar constructions exist for other Lie algebras in the
Cartan classification as well. Let us also note that if we contract them using our grading
approach, the results seem to generate lots of new algebras. It will be interesting to see if
they are of any practical utility.
4Note the interesting fact that in principle one can contract more general algebras than Lie algebras, and
yet potentially end up with Lie algebras! This is because as longs as α + β + γ > m, we have ǫα+β+γ = 0
which guarantees that the Jacobi identity on the left hand side is automatically satisfied, even if the Jacobi-
identity within the parenthesis on the RHS of (3.5) is not identically zero. So parent generators for which
α + β + γ > m do not have to satisfy the Jacobi identity, for the corresponding descendant generators to
satisfy it.
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In the Cartan-Weyl basis, the generators are denoted {t±, tz, u±, v±, y}, where tz and y
form the Cartan subalgebra. The commutation relations are:
[t+, t−] = 2tz, [u+, u−] = 2
(
3
4
y −
1
2
tz
)
, [v+, v−] = 2
(
3
4
y +
1
2
tz
)
, (C.1)
[t+, u+] = v+, [t+, v−] = −u−, [u+, v−] = t−, [v+, t−] = −u+, [v+, u−] = t+,
[tz, t±] = ±t±, [tz , u±] = ∓
1
2
u±, [tz, v±] = ±
1
2
v±,
[y, t±] = 0, [y, u±] = ±u±, [y, v±] = ±v±
From the above commutation relations we identify the Z7 grading to be tz, y → 0, t+ → 1,
u+ → 2, v+ → 3, v− → 4, u− → 5 and t− → 6.
To implement the ǫ contraction, we define new generators
T+ = ǫt+, U+ = ǫ
2u+, V+ = ǫ
3v+, (C.2)
V− = ǫ
4v−, U− = ǫ
5u−, T− = ǫ
6t−,
and the commutation relations now become
[T+, T−] = 0, [U+, U−] = 0, [V+, V−] = 0, [T+, U+] = V+, (C.3)
[T−, U−] = 0, [T+, V−] = −U−, [U+, V−] = T−,
[V+, T−] = 0, [V+, U−] = 0,
[Tz, T±] = ±T±, [Tz, U±] = ∓
1
2
U±, [Tz, V±] = ±
1
2
V±,
[Y, T±] = 0, [Y, U±] = ±U±, [Y, V±] = ±V±,
which seems to be a new algebra. Notice that su(3) also admits a Z2 grading where the two
Cartan generators are of grade 0 and all the other generators are of grade 1. We will not do
the contraction for this grading here, but point out that this gives a different algebra.
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